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   Pennsylvania Insert’s patented expandable joint former system for flat or shiplap joints is a modular, 
light-weight system with unprecedented versatility. The joint former system includes both Header and 
Pallet forming components with dual gaskets, and is designed to create a perfect joint, eliminating 
leakage and field repairs. Each form piece is made of lightweight aluminum, making the joint former 
system easy to set up manually which eliminates the time spent waiting for a crane. The Expansion Mate  
accessory allows the same pallet former to be used for wall thicknesses from 4” to 12”.

Steel Pin 
Connectors

Dual Gaskets to 
prevent leakage

4” or 6” Wide 
Aluminum Form

Features

Completed Joint Former Assembly 
Shiplap or Flat

• 1” Form extenders for thicker walls.

• Adjustable for various wall lengths.

• Leak proof inner and outer gaskets.

• Lightweight aluminum-Easy setup.

• Reversible-For top or bottom shape.

• Easy assembly steel pin connectors.

• Ideal fo Shiplap or Flat joints. 

Pallet Former Pieces

Corner Form 
Piece

Straight Form 
Piece

Dual Gaskets to 
prevent leakage

CONCRETE VAULT JOINT PALLET FORMER SYSTEM

VAULT JOINT FORMER

Precast Concrete Joint Former System



Precast Concrete Joint Former Pieces

Flat Pallet Former

Header/Base Former 

Pallet Corner Formers - Shiplap or Flat 1” Form Extender

   Ideal for creating nesting joints for concrete vault top slab lids, or concrete vault slab bottoms. Form 
pieces are cut to fit specific vault length. Header/Base former corners complete the assembly.

   Ideal for creating stacked flat joints for concrete vault wall and riser sections. Form pieces are cut to fit 
specific vault lengths. Flat pallet former corners complete the former assembly.

VAULT JOINT FORMER
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CONCRETE VAULT JOINT PALLET FORMER SYSTEM

Shiplap Pallet Former
   Ideal for creating nesting shiplap joints for concrete vault wall and riser sections. Form pieces are cut to fit 

specific vault lengths. Shiplap pallet former corners complete the former assembly.



INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
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Ladders

Unbolt, reposition and re-bolt, adjustable channel 
brackets as shown (do not tighten all the way so 
it can be slid up and down).

Note: OSHA requires the distance from top of 
structure to the first rung to be 12” or less.

Position ladder in structure and 
secure adjustable bracket, to wall or 
roof; tighten bracket, adjusting nut.

Shipping position 
(move to install position)

Inside Wall

Unbolt

Unbolt

1

2

Installation Instructions

1

2

Top of Structure

Access Opening
1/2” (ref)

Automatic Lock Spring

Ladder Side Rail

Mounting holes in bracket, 1/2” 
ø bolts & anchors (by others)
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Aluminum Shiplap Pallet material can be assembled by 
joining four corners with straight lengths to form the desired 
size pallet.

One inch extension pieces can be added for walls thicker 
than six inches.

Slide the straight lengths over the steel pins that form part of 
each corner, then press in the gasket material to fill any gaps.

Once the first half is poured, simply flip the pallet over to 
make the joining piece.

SAVE MONEY Pennsylvania Insert’s patented expandable shiplap pallet system is a modular, light weight, shiplap joint former 
with unprecedented versatility. It makes a perfect joint eliminating leakage and field repairs which saves money. Best of all, your 
customers are going to be happy because the product is going to look great.

EASY TO USE Because it is aluminum it weighs less than a steel pallet. It can be set up manually which eliminates the time 
spent waiting for a crane. 

VERSATILE Modular, it can be used on lots of different forms. The Expansion Mate accessory allows the same pallet to be used 
for wall thicknesses from 4” to 12”. Because it can be used in so many ways and many times, it will generate amazing savings in 
lumber.

Shiplap Pallet Installation Instructions

USEFUL TIP
The pallet should be shimmed every several feet to keep 
it from twisting.
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  PRO TIP
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   It is reccommended that the edge former be 
shimmed every several feet to prevent twisting.
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VAULT JOINT FORMER
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DRAWING DETAILS

Plan-Assembled FormPlan-Form Pieces

VAULT JOINT FORMER
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